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Service and spare 
By D. Hosken* 
Service is the preparation, delivery 
and after-sales maintenance of 
machinery. It involves 
responsibilities for both the dealer 
and the purchaser. 
Dealer responsibilities 
A purchaser can expect the item he 
is buying to be properly assembled, 
serviced and where practical to have 
it tested. Functions and controls of 
the unit should be fully explained at 
delivery, including the operator's 
manual. 
The purchaser is entitled to have the 
machine or tractor started in the 
paddock but there should be a 
certain amount of flexibility in this 
area. The farmer may not require a 
dealer to start the machine for him; 
he may prefer to do it himself to 
tutor his operators. However, he 
must be certain be completely 
completely understands the machine 
and if not, have the dealer start it 
for him. 
If the farmer does not require the 
machine to be started for him, this 
may save time and expense. 
After delivery, the farmer can 
expect service as recommended by 
the manufacturer, throughout the 
life of the unit. The dealer should 
have the necessary equipment and 
personnel to carry out these 
services. 
Responsibilities of purchaser 
The purchaser should keep the 
appointment with the dealer to pick 
up the machine. Too often there is 
too little time for the dealer to 
explain the machine properly. 
After the unit has been started and 
is functioning as it should, the 
purchaser then should keep the 
dealer informed on when 
inspections or services will be 
required. Proper servicing should 
not be neglected. 
The farmer should ensure the 
machine is thoroughly cleaned and 
inspected after use, and before it is 
stored. He should then advise the 
dealer of any problems which 
require attention. The dealer will 
determine whether an item or repair 
is subject to warranty. 
A complete record of any repairs or 
services should be kept for major 
machinery. It should include details 
of machine hours or hectares. 
Everybody is well aware that 
technology is far ahead of our 
ability to absorb it at the same pace. 
Consequently machines are 
becoming very sophisticated and 
require additional skills to operate 
and service. 
Therefore it is far more important 
that both operators and service 
personnel are adequately trained. 
Manufacturers are aware of this and 
are trying to improve dealer 
training. However our problem is 
finding men with ability to absorb 
this technology. 
At the farmer level, I believe very 
little is being done by the farmer to 
educate himself and his operators. 
Too many farmers employ labour 
and expect these people to know 
things which, in many cases, they 
don't know themselves. They expect 
high levels of efficiency and in many 
cases for long hours, on very low 
incomes. Labour must be 
adequately trained and adequately 
paid. I believe that with proper 
planning and co-operation, 
manufacturers, dealers and farmers 
could begin a programme where 
such training can be done in the 
correct environment, and the cost 
will then be borne by all sections of 
the industry. 
Preventative maintenance 
Perhaps the most important part of 
servicing is preventative 
maintenance. "Prevention" is 
much less costly and much less 
inconvenient than "cure". 
For example, with the most 
expensive item of equipment, the 
tractor, a farmer can arrange a 
general inspection and service. The 
engine can be checked for such 
things as crankcase pressure, correct 
exhaust temperatures and pressures, 
and where a turbo-charger is fitted, 
intake manifold pressures can be 
checked. The fuel system can be 
monitored and in many cases 
re-calibrated with special tools. 
When necessary, injectors can be 
serviced before they noticeably 
affect engine performance. Such 
checks can greatly extend the life of 
a diesel engine. 
Transmissions and rear ends can 
also be checked to help prevent 
failures. Lubricating oils can be 
analysed if necessary and from such 
analysis, much can be learned about 
an engine without major 
disassembly. 
This costs only a fraction of the cost 
repairing a major failure. 
Reliability of machinery 
It is easy to imagine the difficulties 
manufacturers face in producing 
machinery suitable for varied 
farming conditions. However 
reliability and durability is 
important to all sections of the 
industry. To help produce the most 
suitable machinery, I have been 
suggesting for some years, a 
dialogue between manufacturers, 
dealers and farmers on this and 
other subjects. This dialogue would 
go a long way towards overcoming 
these problems. 
Spare parts 
Without doubt the most difficult 
and costly problem is supplying 
spare parts. Availability of spare 
parts is probably the most vital 
consideration in choice of 
equipment. 
Most problems in the industry with 
supply of parts can generally be 
traced to break-downs in the "basic 
social structure". One small strike, 
one catastrophe at sea, one 
break-down in communication can 
affect the planned flow of parts. 
Years ago dealers and 
manufacturers could safely plan on 
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"lead times" for parts at intervals 
of three months. Today it is 
becoming necessary to plan for nine 
and 12 months lead times. This is 
despite better communications and 
better transport systems. 
A manufacturer uses sales history of 
each item to decide what parts 
should be stocked, and this should 
be monitored from year to year. The 
most difficult task is to anticipate 
parts for new models. 
Another difficulty for the 
manufacturer is that where 
manufacturing is on a seasonally-
planned basis, it can be almost 
impossible to produce a single item 
at short notice. In fact, often the 
manufacturer is dependent on an 
outside source for the item. 
The dealer 
The dealer's responsibility to stock 
items can vary greatly depending on 
his location and transport services 
to his town. He also has to provide 
staff who know the machines. A 
good parts man is often the greatest 
asset to a dealership. 
To help overcome problems in the 
supply of parts, the farmer should 
examine machinery at the end of 
each season's work. Items likely to 
be needed often should be kept on 
hand, and with a particular 
programme such as developing new 
country, it may be possible to 
anticipate certain breakages. 
Buying parts 
Dealers find too often that they are 
only used by farmers to provide 
their needs of "captive parts", 
however, farmers should consider 
the local dealer for all parts, as 
dealers depend on sales of the 
"bread and butter" lines. If these 
prices are not competitive, naturally 
you can't buy from him, but if 
genuine effort is made to be 
competitive then you owe it to him 
to buy from him. 
If the dealer and manufacturer get 
their rightful share of bread and 
butter lines, eventually captive items 
can be supplied at reduced prices. I 
don't think it would be improper to 
say you may be surprised what a 
dealer will do for you if you promise 
your total support. 
The figures below illustrate the 
importance of bread and butter 
lines. They represent three major 
Australian manufacturers in all 
facets of their business. 
Another interesting figure is that in 
any one year with 85 per cent of the 
items, less than 20 are sold in 
Australia. 
These figures show that the 
investment manufacturers have to 
provide to supply parts is very 
considerable. Dealers likewise 
would carry many items which cost 
money to hold but which they 
should have "just in case". 
Franchise holders should therefore 
be supported so they can continue to 
carry parts which are a financial 
burden. 
*Don Hosken and Co. 
International Harvester Dealer 
Three Springs 
Manufacturer A. 80,000 active 
items. 
3.7% of line items generates 
11.3% of line items generates 
35.8% of line items generates 
49.2% of line items generates 
Manufacturer B. 120,000 items with 
an inventory value at dealer price of 
$26,000,000. Turnover is 1.5 times 
the inventory, or about $40,000,000 
a year. 
10% of line items generates 
10% of line items generates 
10% of line items generates 
10% of line items generates 
10% of line items generates 
10% of line items generates 
40% of line items generates 
Manufacturer C. 87,000 items 
20% of line items generates 
10% of line items generates 
75% of line items generates 
80% of sales value 
15% of sales value 
5% of sales value 
Nil sales value 
91.3%of sales value 
6% of sales value 
2% of sales value 
.5% of sales value 
.15% of sales value 
.05% of sales value 
no movement. 
80% of sales value 
50% of sales value 
7% of sales value 
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